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i have a problem. purecalendar is working fine, but whenever i get tasks from a todo.io calendar, the date/time is not shown for the task. for example, if i add the task "read the newspaper" to my calendar, i would expect the task to be shown on the widget with a date/time of "3/14/2014". instead, it just shows the task as "read the newspaper" with no date/time.
anybody else experiencing this? i have tried toggling individual settings, but to no avail. hi there! i have been using pure calendar for a while and i would love to have the calendar and tasks in the same app. i have tried installing pure calendar widget with its free version but it only displays the calendar which is very frustrating and i can not change anything in it. any
help would be appreciated. thanks! hi, i have a problem with the pure calendar. when i add tasks to my google calendar, the date/time is not shown on the widget. when i add tasks from the todo.io webapp the date/time is not shown on the widget. i have tried toggling individual settings, but to no avail. i have also tried to install the pure calendar widget with its free
version but it only displays the calendar. i would love to have the calendar and tasks in the same app. any help would be appreciated. thanks! i've been using gtd lite, and it's been wonderful, but i want a more robust option. i'm interested in this widget that can be installed on my home page. the thing i like about this widget is that you can drag and drop tasks from the
calendar to your task list. that's pretty cool. is there a similar widget for ios users?
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i must say that i do not like your widget. i do not like the calendar widget, the task list widget, and the widgets themselves. the calendar widget does not work for me. it does not show the events, and when you go to view the events, it is only viewable through the widget. i also do not like the size of the widget, and that it is not for showing events, and it is not for
showing tasks. the task list widget is not for showing events, and it is not for showing tasks. i also dislike the color of the widgets, and the color of the empty space in the task list. i have a problem with acalendar widget. my phone says the widget is corrupt and that it needs to uninstall and reinstall, but it wont do that. i've tried everything on the market, including force
closing it, waiting, then relaunching, and all the other things you've probably heard of. hi, i just downloaded the latest version of pure calendar, and synced my tasks in gcal with gtd lite, but the tasks aren’t displaying in the widget, and i don’t know how to display them there. could you please help me? thanks! jack i just downloaded the latest version of pure calendar,
and synced my tasks in gcal with gtd lite, but the tasks aren’t displaying in the widget, and i don’t know how to display them there. could you please help me? hi, i just downloaded the latest version of pure calendar, and synced my tasks in gcal with gtd lite, but the tasks aren’t displaying in the widget, and i don’t know how to display them there. could you please help

me? thanks! jack 5ec8ef588b
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